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milf hunter said yes to the daredevil kisses of
captain colton. the two in the last frame made
beautiful love. but before entering into the water! he
said that he was quite fine, it was the colton sexual
desire that had no limits! i want to live to see this!
luckily for the police, which recorded the whole
sequence of events, she continued into the kitchen
to get her phone, which was still in her handbag.
however, when the officers noticed the phone was
still on, they opened the bag, took the phone and
arrested dominique. this was the last chance she
had. it was now a matter of following the correct
procedures to the letter. the investigation would
soon progress and the lawyers would be involved.
where she would have to deny any involvement in
the case, and even pretend to be mad about it! but
everything in life is for a purpose. she had to do it,
or else it would not be fair! the time would come for
her to understand this, but for now, she was a
prisoner. when he looked at me in the mirror, he
looked at me as if i had something to do with it. i
would just make faces, as if i understood the
attitude and feeling, and then he would break down
and cry, as if i had no attitude or interest at all. i
would look at him and he would sometimes come up
to me to ask for help, as if i could prevent the
punishments and the humiliations. i would patiently
listen to him, just as i had listened to my mother
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desire that had no limits! i want to live to see this!

luckily for the police, which recorded the whole
sequence of events, she continued into the kitchen
to get her phone, which was still in her handbag.

however, when the officers noticed the phone was
still on, they opened the bag, took the phone and
arrested dominique. this was the last chance she
had. it was now a matter of following the correct
procedures to the letter. the investigation would

soon progress and the lawyers would be involved.
where she would have to deny any involvement in
the case, and even pretend to be mad about it! but
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